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1. INTRODUCTION’ 
In this paper we shall investigate universes of the form oU,= {n,a: n EN), 
where a is a lawless sequence and 17, for each n a continuous mapping from NN 
into NN. 
We presuppose acquaintance with [T77], ch. 1-3, in particular with the 
formal systems IDB, , LS and LS’, and with [T70]. 
Conditions on the mappings I7,, will be given, which are sufficient to make “u, 
a model for the forma1 theory of lawless sequences, LS. More precisely, we 
show that if these so called “admissibility conditions” are fulfilled, then 
(1) LSt-A * LS’+Aa 
for each sentence A in the language of LS, where LS’ is the monadic theory of 
lawless sequences. Aa is the formula which expresses UV,t=A, it is obtained from 
A by replacing occurrences of lawless variables E by (suitably chosen) n,,a, and 
quantifiers V&, 5% by I+, gn respectively. 
An example of such a projection model for LS was first given by Troelstra 
[T70], with 17,a=n*(a),, where (a), =dderJz. a(& z)). A discussion of this 
model can also be found in [T77]. Our admissibility conditions are in fact the 
conditions which make it possible to generalize the proof of (1) in [T70]. 
I The author is indebted to A.S. Troelstra for his suggestions and helpful criticism on earlier drafts 
of this paper. 
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2. TERMINOLOGY, NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
We adopt the notation of [T77], sections 1.8, 1.9, 2.7, 3.1 and 3.2 with some 
minor differences: besides A, B and C we also use (capitals) @ and Y to denote 
formulae, we use @, r,~ and x to denote arbitrary (sometimes partial) functions 
from N to N and for functionterms of LS, and we use CY, fl, E, q, E], q1 etc. as 
variables for lawless sequences. 
In analogy of #(E, Ed, ..., Q,) and # (aI, . . ., a,,) we write 
f(n,fh, *a-, nJ for i n+ni, and 
i=l 
#(nl, . . ..n.) for A ?lif?lj. 
I si<jsp 
We use the following abbreviations: 
p.?A(n,n,, . . . . n,)=d&(+@,nl, . . ..np)A’+.% . . ..n.)) 
ynA(n,nl, . . . . np)=def~+%nl, . . . . n,hWm, . . . . np)) 
where n,nl, . . . . np are the only numerical parameters in A. 
We recall the LS-axioms: 
Wl) VnL%(~ E n), 
(LS2) & = VV&# r7, 
(LS3) !‘er . . . E/E~(A(E~, s.., EJ + 
where A in LS3 and LS4 contains no lawless parameters besides el, . . . , Q,. 
A set of sequences of the form %a~ {Q,ar:n~ N}, a lawless, Q,:NN+NN 
continuous, we call a countable universe projected from cx. In order to talk 
about countable projected universes in LS, we assume that with each of them 
there is a neighbourhood function eEK, such that n,cr= e(,, 1 a for all n. For 
this neighbourhood function we write n (so l7 ranges over K), we call it a 
sequence of projections or simply a projection. When n is used in an LS- 
formula or -term, it refers to a K-variable, n, stands for n,,,, 17,~~ for 17<,,> 1a. 
If there is an LS-functionterm #[a], such that for all cy n,,a= ($~[a])~, then we 
call I7 definable. 
In section 4 we shall associate lawlike sequences of lawlike sequences (so 
called “partial projections”) with projections. We denote these by n. 71, 
denotes the n-th element of II. A lawlike sequence of lawlike sequences n can be 
coded in a singIe lawlike sequence b, putting (b), = II,,. In fact we shall identify 
II with its coding b. In LS-formulae and -terms, 7t refers to a variable for lawlike 
sequences, and K, to (@, . We call IT definable if II = @ for some lawlike 
functionterm @ of LS, 
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3.CODING PARTIAL FUNCTIONSFROMNTONIN IDB, 
With a continuous functional r:NN-tNN we can associate a set of partial 
functions with enumerable domain {To : N-N: o a finite sequence} such that 
(i) if XE dom(r,) and T,x=y then T#(x) =y for all #E o, 
(ii) iff T@(x) =y then there is a z such that x E dom(r& and T&(x) =y. 
Partial functions with enumerable domain associated with a continuous func- 
tional are important for our purposes. Such functions can be dealt with in 
ID&, if we code them by total ones. 
We let the total (lawlike) function a: N-tN code the partial function $J with 
dam(#) = {x:ax#O} 
#x = ~7x2 1, for all x E dam(@). 
Finite sequences u are used to code partial functions @ with finite domain as 
follows: 
dam(#) = {x: (u),#O} 
#x= (u), L 1, for all XE dam(#). 
3.1 DEFINITION. By x E ‘w we denote the formula 
Vxclthw((w),#O+~x=(w),‘l) 
which says that the total function x extends the partial function coded in w. 
We introduce the abbreviations 
~EE’oAE~~~~~~&(EE’u-+AE), and 
& E ‘DA& = &k(~ E ‘LJAAE). 
3.2 DEFINITION. We put 
wco~~defbl~<lthu((u),#O~(~),=(u),) 
(the partial function encoded in w extends the one encoded in u), note that w c o 
iff (x:x E ‘w] c {x :x E ‘u}, hence the use of an inclusion symbol to denote an 
extension. 
3.3 DEFINITION. I (for lift) denotes the mapping from N into N which 
satisfies 
,( >=( > 
I(n*f)=In*(x+ 1). 
i.e. 1 turns ~32 into hx.ax+ l(z). 
Note that x has initial segment n iff it extends the partial function # with 
dom(@)={x:x<lthn], @x=(n), for x~dom(#). This @ is coded by In, so 
XEn-XE’ln. 
4.PARTIAL PROJECTIONS 
4.1 DEFINITION. Let n be a projection, II a lawlike sequence of lawlike 
sequences. We say that n is a partial projection associated with K!’ iff 
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(0 rr,(o*w) c 71,0, 
(ii) ~x~a~YE&m + 1 = hl(~YDxl, 
i.e. for each n and o, rr,o codes a partial function of finite domain, 7r, is a 
monotone mapping w.r.t. 5 and c (the partial orderings of the set of finite 
sequences and of the set of partial functions with finite domain respectively) 
and Hna is the union of the partial functions or,,, YEN. The LS-formula 
(i)r\(ii> we denote by aspp(z, n). 
4.2 REMARKS 
(a) We can reformulate aspp(s17) without using lawless variables. Note that 
(ii) of definition 4. I is equivalent to 
(ii? VxZe Va Vy[e(dy) # 0 - (I&a(x) + 1 = (n,@y)),)] . 
(b) If we assume (ii) of definition 4.1, then we can derive 
VXZY mz#(x) + 1 = hl(~Yhl 
for arbitrary functionterms @ of LS: let x be arbitrary, let e be as in (ii’), any y 
such that e($y)#O will do, and such y’s exist, 
(c) Each projection n has an associated partial projection 71. Such a 71 can be 
constructed as follows: let e be an element of K such that e(,) ) a= 17,a for all n 
and a (e.g. e = n), i.e. e satisfies 
Vn(e(,)u#O+e(,,(u*w)#O) 
Vn VxVa2y(e,,,(.f*&y) #0) and 
17,a(x) = z-Zy(e~,#*&y) =z+ 1). 
If a : N+N satisfies 
a(u*w)lau, lim a(m) = 00 
X-‘oD 
(e.g. a= Axelthx), then n with q,~=Ax-e~~,(f*u)(au) is an associated partial 
projection for n. 
4.3 LEMMA 
LS I-aspp(n,H)+(@ E u-+&p E’K,U) 
LS I-- aspp(n, n) +7,# E u-+gx(rr,($x) C lo)) 
for arbitrary functionterms # of LS. 
PROOF. Immediate from the definition of aspp. Cl 
5. THE ADMISSIBILITY CONDITIONS 
5.1 DEFINITION. Let n be a projection, n a lawlike sequence of lawlike 
sequences. We say that the pair II, l7 is admissible iff 71 is an associated partial 
projection of n, and 
(Al) Vn VaBn(l7,a E n), 
W) V& VUa?l(& E ‘71,u) 
and for all p 
(A3,) vupq . . . &Zf YE, . . . 
VX( A Ei E ‘Xni( U *fj=X))]. 
i=l 
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We call (Al), (A2) and (A3) the admissibility conditions, (A3) stands for: 
Q(A3,)). By adm,(an) we denote the LS-formula 
aspp(n, n)l\(Al)l\(A2)n(A3,). 
If LS + adm,(s n) for all p, we call the pair R, I7 LS-admissible. 
Note that if e E’~E,(u *Y-X) for all x, and 71 is an associated partial 
projection of U, then E = &( o *fl (E,, . . . , Q,)). 
This implication is provable in LS. 
In section 7 we shall show that o’)l’a= {n,,a: n E N} is a model for the LS- 
axioms if n has an associated partial projection rr such that n,Z7 is an admis- 
sible pair. But first we look at definition 5.1 more closely. 
Condition (Al) states that o& is dense in Baire space, cf. LSl. 
Condition (A3) states that the mapping (Q,,, . . . , fl,Q defined by 
(al*, ***, alp>@ = wrl, $7 - - - 9 $p), 
which maps (4: @E 03 cNN into ((v/t, ..*, wP): w~E’R~,o] c(NN)P, has a 
continuous right inverse on the lawless part of the second set. This means that a 
restriction on (17,,, . . . , n,>@ which is stronger than A:= 1 fl,@ E ‘n,+o must 
correspond to a restriction on @ which is stronger than @E u. The only infor- 
mation that we can have about a lawless sequence a is an initial segment, m 
say. 
Hence, if (A3) is fulfilled, then all we can say about an element I&a of qQ is 
that it extends a partial function of the form TI,&, 
The elements of %‘a inherit the unpredictability of behaviour from a. It seems 
as if (Al) and (A3) are enough to make o&a universe of lawless sequences. We 
shall prove however that if %‘& is a model of LS, then every partial projection 
associated with n satisfies (A2). This condition states that with every (“real”) 
lawless E and finite sequence u, we can find an m such that for all aE u, &a 
and E extend the same partial function z,v. I.e. I7,,,a cannot be the same as E, 
but it behaves as E “so far”. 
5.2 REMARKS 
(a) The admissibility conditions can be replaced by Iawlike ones, which are 
equivalent, as follows: 
(A’11 VnZe Va(1740p E n) 
64% Vuge Va( a E ‘qal 0) 
(A’31 vup?z, . . . J$Jf Va, . . . 
(b) If 7c is an associated partial projection of l7, then (Al) is equivalent to 
VnZe Va Vx(e(dx) # 0 + 7r~,~(dx) c l(n)). 
This means that the admissibility conditions are in fact conditions on R, the 
partial projection. 
(c) Obviously, LS I- (A3,)+(A3,) if q rp, hence also 
LSt-adm,(n,17)+adm,(n,n) if qzp. 
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5.3 LEMMA 
LS I- aspp(n, n)A(A2)/\(A3,) + 
pnl... ~m~v&vu~m(#(m,m~,...,m,)A&E’71,u). 
PROOF. Let E and u be, arbitrary, assume ml, . . ., mp to satisfy #(ml, . . ., q). 
Put x=max(lth TC,,U: 1 I isp), then (z,+I),= 0 for all i, 15 isp. By LSl we 
can find ql, . . , , yip such that 
qi~‘rr,,u and qix+EX for i= 1, . . ..p. 
By (A3,) there is a x =fl (ql, . . . , q,) such that 
fliE’71,i(U*~Z) for al1 Z, i= 1, . . ..p 
and by aspp(rr, I7) (second condition) there is a y with 
(n,i(t~*jfy))~=qix+ 1 for i= 1, . . ..p 
whence e$‘n,,(u*~), 1 wisp. 
By (A2) however, there is an m such that EE’~~,,,(u*D). Since 
rr,(u*~y) c n,u(aspp(rr, I7), first condition) 
then also E E ‘7~~0, while obviously f (m, ml, . . . , q,). 0 
5.4 LEMMA 
PROOF. Assume K to be an associated partial projection of I7, which 
satisfies (A3*j+ Even without these assumptions we have n =m-+17,(x=I7,a, it 
remains to show Ll,a=&,a+n = m, so let I&a= l7,a. 
By LS3 (open data) we find a u, such that 
(1) CYE uand VIE u(l7,Jl=l7,,#). 
Put X= max(lth rr,,u, lth 7t,u), then (n,u), = (x,u), = 0. 
By LSl there are E and q such that 
EE’~,U and &x=0, 
qf’nmu and q~= 1. 
Now assume n # m. 
By (A3& we find a x such that 
for all z:c~‘n,(o*~z), qe’n,(u*xz) 
and since II is the associated partial projection of I7, there is a y such that 
(?r,(u*D)),=&x+ 1 = 1, (rr,(u*D)),=qx+ 1=2. 
But there is a /I, /3~ u*fy, (by LSl), for this /I we find 
a#(x) = 0, KrlP(x) = 1 
which contradicts (1). So n cannot differ from m, whence n = m. Cl 
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Note that as a consequence of lemma 5.4, the equality between sequences of 
the universe Y;&= {l7,, a:n E N} is decidable if I7 has an associated partial 
projection which satisfies (A32), i.e. in that case @a is a model for LS2. When 
we investigate validity in projected universes O&a = (I7,cr : n E N} where I7 has an 
associated partial projection it, such that n,II is an admissible pair, we restrict 
our attention to formulae with underlined quantifiers. The validity of LS2 in 
such universes ensures that this can be done without loss of generality. 
5.5 EXAMPLES 
Let (u)~ be the finite sequence which satisfies 
lth (o)~ = max{x:j(n, x) < lth u} + 1 
CO)= [ u”x 
(o)~~~,~) f 1 if j(n,x) <lth u 
0 otherwise. 
(a) 11,~ = In *(o)~ is a partial projection associated with &,a = n*(o), . This pair 
is admissible, (Al) is trivially fulfilled, (A2) holds because (u)~ is empty for 
almost every n, whence E E ‘nw,u for x large enough. The proof of (A3) finally is 
not difficult but dreary. 
(b) TI,U= I(n*b) *(u)n is a partial projection associated with 17,a= n *o*(o),. 
This pair 7~, II satisfies (Al) and (A3), but (A2) fails, since LS I- 1 VcYx(~x = 0). 
In fact, every partial projection associated with this I7 which satisfies (A3), 
will not satisfy (A2). 
(c) n,u s (0)” is a partial projection associated with I7,,a= (cz),. The pair TI, I7 
satisfies (A2) and (A3), see example (a), but wa- (II,,a: II EN) is not dense in 
Baire space. 
(d) Let us call a finite sequence m a matrix, iff for all i<lthm lth@&= lthm. 
We say that m is a submatrix of m’, denoted by msubm’ iff m and m’ are 
matrices, lthm’= 1 + hhm, and V~<lthm[((m);)j=((m~i)i]. 
Let hr :NxN-+N be a primitive recursive mapping such that 
- if m is a matrix, XE N arbitrary then msubhl(m,x) 
- there is a prim. rec. h2: Nx N-+N such that if msubm’, then 
m’= Wm, Mm, m3) 
i.e. ax. h,(m,x) enumerates all m’ such that msubm’. 
Let IV: N+N be defined by 
i.e. if x is a sequence of natural numbers then dy.rl/w) is a sequence of 
matrices which is monotone w.r.t. sub and such that lth(v@))=Y. 
Let 7c be defined by 7~,u=l(n ](vu),), where n 1 (vu), is the finite sequence 
obtained by taking the n-th column of the matrix lyu and replacing its first lthn 
values by n, or more precisely: n ) (vu), is the sequence which satisfies: 
lth(n ((vu),) = max(lthn, lth(y/u),} = max{lthn, lth vu} = 
max{ lth n, lth u) 
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(nI(Wo)n)i= 
if iclthn 
~~~~) ).if lthn<i<ltho nr - . 
Finally, let r;l be defined by n,a = ilx. (n,(&Q+ l))), 2 1. Then n, I7 is an admis- 
sible pair: 
- rr is an associated partial projection of 27 by definition. 
- n satisfies (Al) since l7,,ae n. 
- if &> lth u then (~u)~~ = ( ), so rrEuu = /(a) and E E ‘QV, 
i.e. n satisfies (AZ). 
- rr satisfies (A3,) for all p, to prove this, one uses the mapping hz. 
In [D73] the partial projection rr of this example is used to construct a model 
for LS, which is in fact the combination of three interpretations: first the inter- 
pretation of LS in %a, then the elimination translation from LS’ into IDB, and 
finally the mr translation from IDBr into IDBW. 
6.ADEQUATEPROJECTIONS 
6.1 DEFINITION. We say that a projected universe “I&= (17,a: n EN} is 
adequate (or more loosely “I7 is adequate”) iff we can prove in LS1 that %Q is a 
model for the LS-axioms. 
More precisely: 
with every formula A of LS we associate a formula An of LS with one lawless 
parameter a, Aa is obtained from A as follows: 
each occurrence of a lawless variable E in A is replaced by an occurrence of 
l7o(Eja, each occurrence of a quantifier VE, Zs in A is replaced by VO(E), 5%(s), 
where o is a one-one mapping from the lawless into the numerical variables, 
with no numerical variable that occurs in A in its range. n is said to be adequate 
iff 
LSI-A *LS’/--Aa 
for every sentence A of LS. 
6.2 REMARK. For (A(er, . . ..E~))~ we write Aa(nr, . . ..n.), indicating that 
n;=D(&i), i= 1, . . ..p. 
6.3 Note that if 17 is adequate then 
LSkA -Aa 
for every sentence A of LS, for assume 
(1) LSI-A * LS1+Aa, 
and let t be Kreisel’s elimination translation for LS. Then 
(2) LSt-A-sA. 
Apply (1) to (2), this yields 
(3) LS’ k (A - TA)~ hence LS I- (A * TA)~. 
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Since rA contains no lawless variables, 
(4) LSkAa*~A. 
Now combine (2) with (4) to find 
(5) LSt-Ac*Aa. Cl 
7. ADMISSIBILITY IMPLIES ADEQUACY 
7.1 THEOREM. Let @ be a formula of LS, q E N an upperbound for the 
total number of (free and bound) lawless variables in @. 
Then 
LS I- adm,(n,n)A#(n*, . . ..n.) -+ 
( Kc1 e ‘7r,,u . . . y&P E’7rnpu@(q, . . . , cp) f, VaE oP(nl, . . . . np)), 
where cl, . . . , ,sP are the lawless parameters of @. 
7.2 COROLLARY. If there is a n such that the pair n,II is LS-admissible, 
then n is adequate. By theorem 7.1 we find that in that case 
LSl-d,*LSF-@a 
for sentences @ of LS, and LS is conservative over LS’ for formulae with at 
most one lawless parameter (like (Da), which follows the observation that LS’ 
suffices to prove VaB*r( VaB) for B of this form. 
7.3 PROOF OF THEOREM 7.1 The proof generalizes the one given by 
Troelstra in [T70] for the adequacy of the n defined by l7,a= n*(a),. It 
proceeds with induction w.r.t. the complexity of @. In each step we assume 
adm,(lr,n). Formulae which occur in the proof are supposed to contain only 
the lawless parameters which are shown in notation. 
Note that if q is an upperbound for the number of lawless variables of @ then 
q is also an upperbound for the number of lawless parameters in each of the 
subformulae of @. 
Remember finally that if q up then adm,(n, n) +adm,(n, n). 
case a @ prime, we may restrict attention to @=&it =s, where t and s are 
lawlike. 
3, Suppose V&i E ‘RniU(Eit =s), then (nniu), = s + 1, and hence fl,,cr(t) = s for 
all aE 0. 
2. Suppose Va E u(l7,+a(t) =s), then (E,,~u)~ = s + 1, (for otherwise we could 
use (A3t) to find a /?E u such that n,,/(t) #s) and hence VE~E’~~,~U(E~~ =s). 
cause b @SAAB, trivial from induction hypothesis. 
case c @= AvB, can be treated as 
E~[(x=O-+A)A(~>O-+B)]. 
cased @=A+B. 
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In this case the following equivalences hold: 
(1) 
vw(y&, dr,,(u*w)... y&pE’K,p(U*W)A + 
y&l E’7rn1(u*W) . . . y&;E’qu*w)B), 
the first one by LS-axioms, the second by induction hypothesis. This leaves us 
to prove that (1) is equivalent to 
(2) _bTE, ’qp... _b%,E’rr,u(A+B). 
1. (2) trivially implies (1). 
2. Now assume (l), # (E 1, . . ., Q, A?= 1 EWE ‘A,,u and A(ci, . . . , ep), we must 
show that B(E], . . . , EJ follows. 
AC&I, ---, EJ and LS3 imply the existence of ml, . . . , mp such that 
_bsIl E ml . . . !+I+ qAtl,, . . . . Q) and ci~rni, for i= 1, . . . . p. 
LetX=fl(cr,.+.; p E ) be as in condition (A3,) i.e. such that for all x ci ~‘rr,~(u*xx), 
for all i, 15 i sp. By lemma 4.3 there is an x such that 
rr,,(u*~x) C I(mi), i.e. such that 
~iE’nni(U*~~)+~iEPIi, SO for this x 
_bsI, E’n,,(o*~x) ,.. _b5lp E‘nn,( u *xx)A (ql, . . . , VJ holds, and hence 
_bi, &7rn1(u*~x)... rvp ~‘y,,(WWh . . ., qp) by (I), whence 
&% . ..Jp). 
case e and f @ = VxA, @ = VaA are trivial from induction hypothesis. 
case g @ = ZxA is a special case of 
case h @=ZaA. 
1. Assume VUE uYaAa(nl, . . ..n.a), then by LS4 
(1) FIbYe Vw(ew f 0 + VQE u*wAa(nl, . . . . np, (b),,: ])). 
Now suppose that #(cl, . . . . &J and ,si E’X,,U for i= 1, ., .,p, we must show 
that ZaA(q, . . . . sp, a) follows. 
By (A3) there is a x = f 1 (et, . . . , EJ such that for all x 
&jE’nni(&J*~x), (1 lisp). 
Properties of e E K (e as in (1)) ensure the existence of an x and w =2x such that 
ew+O, whence for this x 
Vc~~u*jjxA”(n~,...,n,(b),~~~~~)by(l). 
By induction hypothesis A(E~, . . . , cp, (b)tiXj: 1) follows and hence 
ZaA(tzl, . . ..+a). 
2. Assume 
(2) jfq E ‘TI,,, u . . . r&p E ‘~,,PuLIaA(q, . . . , t+, a). 
Let a~ u and choose x such that x>lth(n,,u), for all i, 1 lisp, i.e. x is an 
upperbound for the domains of rr,,,u, i= 1, . . .,p. 
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Obviously f&!&x)) C n,,u, for i= 1, . ..,p, hence by (2) 
By LS4 it follows that 
(3) 
t 
abbe Vw(ew # 0 --f 
y&1 EJT,,a(X)*kpv... ~~p~n,pao*@NE,, . . ..~p.@)& 1)). 
Let xi be AZ-&a(x+z) for i= 1, . . ..p. and set 
X=vph...r ;c,), i-e. x is such that 
e(w)=Xi+Y= <I~,,c~(x), ...,17ni@+y~ 1)) and 
for ally and i= 1, . . ..p. 
Now if e, b are as in (3) and y is such that e@y) # 0, then 
!‘&I ~1T,,a(x+~)... ~~p~~npd=+~M(~~, . ..J~(@.~)), by (3) 
So for a suitable initial segment u of a, namely such that 
nn,u c l(I7,@x +y)), we derive 
@I E  x7, u * * .  -V&p E  ‘71tTpUA 63, l l * ,  Ep, @),(J, 
whence by induction hypothesis 
Vfl E uAfi(q , . . . , np (b),&, which yields, since CI E U, 
BzAa(nl, . . ..n.a). 
case i @= @A. 
Then 
VctE da= Vat5 u~nAa(nl, . . ..n.n) * 
VrzVa~uA~(n,, . . ..I+.,“) f) 
(1) 
Vn(#(n,n~,...,np)+ 
_bTEI ’~,,u... ~‘E~E’~~,~DKEE’~~oA(E~, . . . . c,E)). 
The last of these equivalences holds by induction hypothesis. 
I. Now assume (l), we must show that 
(2) pr&, E ‘7rn1 u . . , y&p E ‘nnpu pkA(&l, . . . , Ep E) follows. 
Take any E, note that (2) follows immediately from (1) if we can find an m such 
that EE’~,U and #(m,nt, . . . . nP). This follows immediately from lemma 5.4. 
2. Conversely, if (2) holds then (1) follows trivially. 
case k @=@A. 
Then 
(3) 
VCrE da= VctEu@zAa(nl,...,npn) ++ 
Va~u3n(#(n,n~ ,..., np)AAa(n, ,..., n,n)) c+ 
Ze Vm(em f 0 -+ Va~uwz(#(em~ l,nl,...,np)A 
Aa(nl, . . . . n,em’ 1))) - 
ife Vm(em f 0 --t #(em~l,n,,...,n,)A 
VG+E u*mAa(n,, . . ..n.emzl)) 4+ 
~eVm(emfO-+ #(em~i,nl,...,np)A 
_pfEl ’71,1(U*M) 1.. ~&~E’A~~(u*m)~&E’71,n11(u*111) 
4~1, . ..+A. 
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The first of these equivalences holds by definition, the following by LS4, by 
logic and by inductionhypothesis respectively. 
1. Now assume (3), we must show that 
(4) _bi?, E ‘rr”, u . . . Q/, E ‘n+@A(q,, . . . , ‘7p, E) follows. 
Let ql, . . . . qP satisfy # (qr, . . . , qP) and vi E ‘7c,,u for 1 I isp. By (A3,) there is a x 
such that 
vi E ‘n,;(o *xx), for all x, 15 isp. 
For all e there is an x such that e@x) #0, so by (3) 
@-ml, ***9 qp, E), and since ~1, . . . , vP were arbitrary 
y&l E ‘lr,, 0 . . . y&p E ‘Jl&kA(&~, . * . , Ep E). 
2. Conversely, assume (4). 
Then, by LS3 
_b%, E’~,,u... ~~p~‘~~po3m_b%~mA(~l, . .. . E/,,E). 
If ark o is arbitrary and x is chosen in such a way that 
~(~,@x(x)) C n,+o for i= 1, . . . ,p, (cf. case h2), then 
y&l E L$, a(x) . . . _b%,~~~~a(x)~~~&~rnA(q, . . ..E&. 
whence by LS4 for some e E K 
Vw(ew f 0 + 
_brEl d7ula(x)*k~w... _ p VE EL$a(x)*$w_blEEew’lA(q, . . ..+e)). 
Let xi be JzeI7&x+ z), for i= 1,, . . . . p, and set x = v,,(xr, . . . . Q. Then, as in 
case h2, taking w =xy such that ew # 0: 
(9 ye1 ~$a(x+y)... ~epc17npa(x+y)Jfc-sew-1- IA@,, . . ..q.,~). - 
NowletzbesuchthatflRicr$zfori=l,..., p and ew I 15 z. By (Al) there is an 
n such that II,cw~z, hence we can find a u which satisfies 
CXE U*U, n,i(u*u)CI(rr,ia(x-ty)), i= 1, . . ..p and ?r,(u*u)C~(z). 
(5) implies for this U: 
pT&* E’R,pw)... ~&~E’~~,~(u*~()~&E’II,(u*u)A(E~, e..+,e). 
The particular choice of z ensures #(n, nl, . . . , nP), so by induction hypothesis 
#(n,n,, . . . . n$A”(q, . . . . np n) 
holds for the arbitrary aE u we had chosen, and 
VaE ogjzA’X(n,, . . ..n.n) 
follows immediately. 
case k concludes the proof of theorem 7.1. Cl 
7.4 Note that condition (Al) is used only once in this proof, to show that 
y&1 E’qp... y&p E’R&k4(&1, . . . . Q,,E)-+ VaEu@zAa(n,,...,npn). 
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(A2) is also used once, to show that 
From this it follows that if a projection l7 has an associated partial projection 71 
such that n,I7 fulfill (Al), (A3) then *a = (I7,a: n EN} is a model for the 
fragment of LS in which no universal quantification over lawless sequences 
occurs, if 1r,I7 fulfill (AZ), (A3), then ‘I& is a model for the fragment without 
existential quantification over lawless sequences. 
8. ADEQUACY DOES NOT IMPLY ADMISSIBILITY 
It is not so that each adequate projection I7 has an associated partial 
projection TC such that n, n is an admissible pair. 
An example of such a projection is the n defined by 
17,cY = (@f-J *AZ- a(f;;(z + 1)) 
where ii(z) = An - (u),(z), i.e. 
ul, ..a, x,)0=( > 
4x0, -*a, x&z+ 1) = 
I 
(x0+ I, . . . . x,+ I) ifzlp 
(x0+ 1, . . . . XPf l,O, . . . . 0) withz-pzero’s,ifz>p 
A detailed treatment of this projection, including the proofs of its adequacy 
and its non-admissibility, will be given in a sequel to this paper ([HI). 
We conclude this paper with a remark and a lemma showing that adequate 
projections do satisfy the admissibility conditions (Al) and (A2), i.e. if an 
adequate projection is non-admissible, then it violates (A3,) for some p. 
8.1 REMARK. If nis adequate, then l7 fulfills (Al), since (Al) E l~‘o(LSl)~. 
8.2 LEMMA. If i7 is adequate, II is an associated partial projection of fl, 
then II satisfies (A2): Vu b%%(e E ‘IC,~). 
PROOF. Let Bu be the formula V.~%(EE’~L,~), we want to show that 
LS + Bu. 
By the elimination theorem, 
LS I- Bo++r(Bu) 
whence by adequacy of I7 
(1) LSt B%*t(Bu). 
One easily verifies that 
(2) LS + Va E uBau, 
(I), (2) and LSl (&(a~ 0)) yield us that 
LS I- r(Bu), hence U I- Bu. 0 
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Note that we do not need the full adequacy of I7 to obtain the results of 8,l 
and 8.2: 
to derive (Al) for 17 it suffices that %a I= LSI, 
to derive (A2) for II, 71 it suffices that “Ia EBFT(Bu). 
Note also that LSl contains only existential quantification over lawless 
sequences and Bo only universal (cf. remark 7.4). 
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